What is Rocket.Chat?
Rocket.Chat is an open source communication (chat) solution. It is freely available, can be
hosted on own systems or at a provider. Rocket.Chat can also be purchased as SaaS and
services can be booked for own and hosted systems.
Key features include audio and video
conferencing, guest access, screen and file
sharing, live chat, LDAP group
synchronization, two-factor authentication
(2FA), E2E encryption, SSO, dozens of
OAuth providers and an unlimited number
of users, guests, channels, messages,
searches and files.
The customisation options are numerous:
adding or removing functions, plug-ins and themes. Use of mobile and desktop applications
or integrate your own modules into Rocket.Chat.
Installation options
Rocket.Chat can be installed as a docker container, a UCS app or even as a native installation
on Linux distributions.
Clients
Clients are available for Linux, Apple and Windows desktops, as well as for iOS and Android
mobile devices.
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https://rocket.chat/
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Rocket.Chat in EGroupware
Rocket.Chat can be easily installed as a package with a standard installation. Rocket.Chat is
installed as a docker container, which configures reverse proxy/EGroupware, connects via
OAuth2 and integrates into the interface.
Rocket.Chat is then integrated into the
EGroupware interface as an app.
If EGroupware is operated on a Univention
Corporate Server (UCS), Rocket.Chat can also
be integrated into EGroupware.
Rocket.Chat server can also be obtained as
SaaS from EGroupware GmbH
Functional range in EGroupware
Rocket.Chat in EGroupware is primarily used for chat communication of
EGroupware users. If required, video chat (conference) can be configured and
used.
The web client is integrated as an application in EGroupware. In addition, the
standard clients can be operated to enable mixed operation. The user
administration is done in EGroupware, but external employees can also be
given access to the company's own Rocket.Chat.
The status of users is displayed in the status sidebar and you can start a chat
with the user directly from there.
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Installation/Configuration
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Online demo with Rocket.Chat
https://demo.egroupware.net/egw/login.php
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